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SECTION A - WORKBOOK

Unit I: Receptive Skills: Reading Skills and Listening Skills

1-Read the following passage and answer the questions given below: 5x1= 5

Studies by the Bengaluru-based Swami Vivekananda Yoga Anusandhana

Samsthana (S-VYASA) analyzed the changes that take place in the body during

Om meditation. The study found Msmall but statistically significanf reduction in

hear-rate during Om meditation. This, according to the researchers,

suggests; deep psycho physiological relaxation, which in turn increases alertness.

The study also showed decrease blood flow in the skin, which, too, is indicative of

improved alertness.

Some studies based on the analysis of electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings

have shown that mindfulness meditation improves relaxation. One study that

looked at performance in cancellation tasks psychometric test of visual perception

and vigilance) in 70 healthy subjects-some of them meditated before the task-

found that performance in such tasks improves after meditation.

Researchers have demonstrated that meditation leads to positive changes in

midbrain - associated with vision, hearing, motor control sleep and alertness -

whether one choose to meditate on a single syllable or a series of thoughts.

Transcendental meditation, which uses a sound or mantra, improves perception of

hearing. In the various studies by - S-VYASA on sleep and meditation, it is said

meditation in many ways is similar to a deep state of sleep. Bodily sensation is

voluntarily reduced in both these conditions. However, unlike in sleep, the level of

awareness is significantly higher in meditation.

1. Meditation benefits the

a) Body

b) Mind

c) Spirit

d) All of the above

2. Transcendental Meditation uses
a) Sleep mode I

b) Sound or mantra



c) Music

d) Psychological phenomena

3. Select the most suitable title for the passage.

a) Mindful Meditation

b) Body of Meditation

c) The Science of Meditation

d) Best of Meditation
4. Select the option which is closest in meaning to 'vigilance' in the context.

a) Keeping track of

b) Helplessness

c) Perception

d) Attentiveness

5. What is the antonym of the word 'significant' in the passage?

a) Unsignificant

b) Insignificant

c) Significantly

d) Significance

2. Using the following details write a Bibliography in MLA format: 3*1= 3

Title of the Book: Untouchable

Publisher: Oxford University Press

Author: Mulk Raj Anand

Year: 1998

3. Study the data representation given below and interpret it: 5*1= 5

Various Expenditures (in percentage) Incurred in Publishing a Book
Promotion Cost

10% \  Transportation

4. Answer any FIVE of the following in 2-3 sentences each: 5*2= 10

a) Write any two barriers to Listening.

b) What is advertisement?



c)What is comprehensive listening?

d) Write any 4 tips to be kept in mind while writing a Brochure.

e) What are the advantages of Verbal Communication?

0 Give two examples for Non-verbal Communication.

Unit II: Productive Skills: Speaking Skills and Writing Skills

5. Answer any TWO of the following in 3-4 sentences each: 2x2= 4

a) How will you request a stranger to take a photo of you and your friend in front of a

伯mous monument?

b) Rita is a new member to English Forum. How will she introduce herself to her

student companions?

c) How would you congratulate your teacher for being awarded the Best Teacher

Award?

d) How would you offer a seat to a senior citizen in a city bus?

6. Answer any ONE of the following in four sentences: 1X3= 3

a) Give a set of instructions on how to send an Email.

b) Give directions to reach Post Office from School?

7. Do as directed: 10x1= 10

a) The loss of jobs is highly  (regret) (Add the correct prefix or suffix to the

word given in brackets and fill in the blank)



b) His father's business failed he couldn't continue his college. (And,

consequently, on the other hand) (Choose the correct linker from the brackets and

fill in the blank)

c) You couldn*t do me a favour,? (Write a suitable question tag)

d) I can lift this table,? (Write a suitable question tag)

e) There has been enough rain this year,  vegetables and fruits are

expensive. (Moreover, nevertheless, despite) (Choose the correct linker from the

brackets and fill in the blank)

0 Every man and every woman this concept』understand/understands)

(Choose the correct verb from the brackets)

g) The(discuss) was mainly about money. (Add the correct prefix or suffix

to the word given in brackets and fill in the blank)

h) I will invite Latha and Preetha to the party, (Form a question so as to get the

underlined phrase as the answer)

i) Ravi is playing cricket in the ground. (Form a question so as to get the underlined

phrase as the answer)

j) The scissors on the table, (is/are) (Choose the correct verb from the

brackets)

SECTION B : COURSEBOOK - LITERATURE

8. Answer any TWO of the following in about 150 words each: 2x5= 10

a) What is the warning given to men in the poem, “Don't Look Into the Vanity Bag”？

b) What are the material objects that the soul favours?

c) What was Malala*s imagined reaction to a terrorist attack?

d) What did Bob tell the policeman about his appointment?

9. Answer any ONE in 300 words: 仆10= 10

a) Narrate the story of Kalam's great-great- grandfather saving the idol of the

Ramanathaswamy Temple.

b) “Is there anyone who knows everything about another*s life?*'- Explain with

reference to Maasti Venkatesha lyengar*s story, “Our TbacheF'.

c) Give an account of the ups and downs in Velan's life.
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Section A- Introduction to Literature

I Answer any ONE of the following in about 200 words each : (1x10= 10)

1. What are the differences between the broader and specific sense of “Literature”？

2. What are the reasons for studying literature? Explain.

3. Explain the elements of literature.

II Answer any TWO of the following in about 100 words each : (2x5= 10)

1. Analyse the key points in Terry Eagleton*s Introduction to Literature*.

2. What are the views of Eagleton on Russian Formalism?

3. How does Terry Eagleton argue for the view that there can never be an objective

definition of Literature ?

4. How does Eagleton discuss the concept of literariness' in his essay?

Section B- Literary Forms

III Answer any FOUR of the following in about 100 words each : (4x5= 20)

1. Consider the poem "Do not Stand at my Grave and Weep" as an example of anti

elegy.

2. Discuss the imagery in Shakespeare's Sonnet 18.

3. Explain the origin, development and features of tragedy.

4. Explain the features of tragicomedy.

5. How a novella is different from a novel.

6. Distinguish between formal and informal essays.

3



Section C - Literary Terms and Figurative Language

IV Answer any TEN of the following in 50 words : (10x2= 20)

1. Explain the use of rhythm in literature.

2. What is a meter?

3. What is irony? What are its functions?

4. What is a monologue? Give examples.

5. Distinguish between farce and satire.

6. What is an epilogue?

7. What is an aside? How is it used in a play?

8. What is plot?

9. Write a note on simile giving at least two examples.

10. Explain the function of chorus in a play.

11. Distinguish between protagonist and antagonist

12. Explain hyperbole with an example.

13. Write a note on idioms with examples.

14. Write a note on onomatopoeia with examples.

15. What is assonance? How is it used in poetry?
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SECTION A - WORKBOOK

Unit I: Receptive Skills: Reading Skills and Listening Skills

1. Read the following passage and answer the questions given below: 5x1= 5

The Internet has changed our world. It has been defined as 'a world-wide
broadcasting capability, a mechanism for information dissemination, and a medium
for collaboration and interaction between individuals and their computers without
regard for geographic location*. Instant communication on various social networking
sites is an off shoot of the internet revolution. Though these sites have numerous
advantages in terms of connectivity and sharing information, and are increasingly
becoming a part of everyday life of people; they are being misused by anti-social
elements, terrorist organizations, governments, various institutions and the public at
large. Twitter, instagram, snap chat, blogs, whatsapp, virtual worlds and specific
social networking sites like Facebook are an inseparable part of our lives in the
modern world.
One of the biggest disadvantages is loss of privacy by individuals. Social
networking sites ask for a great deal of personal information, and it is possible for

people in all parts of the world to see that information. There are privacy settings for
these sites, but many people are either unaware of them, or are careless about
guarding their personal information. Besides, the information creates a "digital
footprint', that cannot be easily erased. Many share inappropriate content and
pictures on which can be misused by unscrupulous elements and cause irreparable
damage to reputations.

Cyber bullying has become a common phenomenon on social networks. All most all
teenagers admit to being a target of such bullying at least once in their lives. People
are abused, reviled and mercilessly teased. Being malicious, unkind and cruel is fun
for some people. Others use the medium to send an intimidating message, start a
nasty rumor, or upload embarrassing photos. It's possible to be completely
anonymous as well, so there is less chance of getting caught. Such bullying causes
lasting psychological damage to the victims. Many have been known to have taken

the extreme step of committing suicide.
Another problem that has been highlighted by psychiatrists is 'internet addiction

disorder'. Many people literally live out their lives on social media. Every event and
happening has to be shared on Facebook. Their lives revolve around the number of
likes and comments they get on their posts. Unfortunately, many of these comments 

3
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are insincere and fake, thus giving the individual incorrect perception of himself /

herself. Moreover, this addiction consumes a lot of time which would be otherwise

productively used for the benefit of the body and mind.
Contrarily, interacting on internet is also known to have caused a loss of social skills.
Many people feel comfortable chatting with a person online than in engaging in a
face to face verbal conversation.
1. We lose privacy on social networking sites because
a) We put many photographs on the site.
b) Sites require us to share a great deal of our personal information.
c) We choose wrong friends.
d) Youngsters are generally careless.
2. Cyber bullying is common because
a) There are many bullies everywhere.
b) People are mean and unkind.
c) It's very easy to "hack" into another person*s profile.
d) It is quick and easy to post nasty comments anonymously on social media sites.
3. What is the negative influence of 'social networking* in the context of the passage?
a) It takes away our identity.
b) We do not make many friends.
c) We network with friends and colleagues easily and frequently.
d) It can lead to loss of social skills.
4. Which of the following is not a byproduct of social networking in the passage?
a) Sexual predatory
b) Damaging of social skills
c) Ability to make many friends
d) Waste of great deal of time
5. Supply a word from the passage (paragraph 3) which means 'nameless'.

2. Using the following details write a Bibliography in MLA format: 3x1= 3

Title of the Book: Murder on the Orient Express
Author: Agatha Christie
Publisher: Harper Collins
Year: 1982

3. Study the data representation given below and interpret it: 5x1= 5

Production of Fertilizers by a Company (in 1000 tonnes) Over the Years
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4. Answer any FIVE of the following in 2-3 sentences each: 5x2= 10

a) What is the main objective of a Brochure?

b) Write a few common barriers to listening.

c)Write any 3 common barriers to hearing.

d) Write the importance of advertisements.

e)Give two examples of verbal Communication.

0 What message is conveyed through the following non-verbal signs of
communication? a) nodding one's head b) shaking head vigorously

Unit II: Productive Skills: Speaking Skills and Writing Skills

5. Answer any TWO of the following in 3-4 sentences each: 2x2= 4

a) It is your first day in a new degree college. How would you introduce yourself to your
Professor?

b) How will you request your teacher to repeat what is being said?

c) How would you enquire about the admission fees in the college?

d) How would you seek permission from your parents to attend NSS camp?

6. Answer any ONE of the following in four sentences: 1 x3= 3

a) Give a set of instructions on how to save water.

b) How will you reach the Hospital from your location (you are here)?

7. Do as directed: 10x1= 10

a) She is a teacher. (Write a yes/no question for the sentence given)

b) Delhi is affected by severe(pollute) (Add the correct prefix or suffix to the

word given in brackets and fill in the blank)



c) Every one of them got a prize, (has/have) (Choose the correct verb from the

brackets)

d) One of my shirts not clean, (is/are) (Choose the correct verb from the

brackets)

e)The town is 1 km away from here. (Form a question so as to get the underlined
phrase as the answer)

0 She admitted stealing the money,? (Write a suitable question tag)

g) You can use my car you drive carefully. (Nevertheless, whereas, as long

as) (Choose the correct linker from the brackets and fill in the blank)

h) The child looked at the sky(curious) (Add the correct prefix or suffix to the

word given in brackets and fill in the blank)

i) I always go to bed early my sister goes to bed very late. (And, whereas,

nevertheless) (Choose the correct linker from the brackets and fill in the blank)

j) You haven't got a car,? (Write a suitable question tag)

SECTION B : COURSEBOOK - LITERATURE

8. Answer any TWO of the following in about 150 words each: 2x5= 10

a) What does the vanity bag contain?

b) Describe the preferences of the soul, as given in the poem, “A Few Words on the
Soul"

c) How does Malala perceive the doorway to their school?

d) Describe the policeman on the beat.

9. Answer any ONE in 300 words: 1x10= 10

a) Sketch the character of the school teacher in the lesson "Our Teacher".

b) Describe Velan's attachment to the Margosa tree.

c) Discuss Abdul Kalam's views on education expressed in the essay, "Three Great

Hearts Resolve a Problem'*.
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Section A- History of Indian English Literature (Pre-Independence Period)

I. Write short notes on any FOUR of the following in about 100 words each: (4x5= 20)

〔•What is the relevance of Indian English Literature according to M K Naik?

2. Where would you place Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Tbru Dutt and Aurobindo in the history

of Indian writing in English?

3. Write a note on Aurobindo's contribution to English literature.

4. What is the contribution of Sarojini Naidu to the field of Indian English Poetry?

5. Elaborate the contributions of Swami Vivekananda to Indian English Literature.

6. Consider Krupabai Satthianadhan as a pioneer woman author of Indian writing in
English.

Section B- Pre-lndependence Fiction

II. Answer any ONE of the following in about 200 words : (1x10= 10)

1. Describe the early life of Saguna as a Brahmin convert to Christianity.

2. How is the question of 'woman* in the nineteenth century raised in the novel
Rajmohan's Wife?

Section C- Indian English Poetry, Short Stories and Essays

III. Answer any THREE of the following in about 200 words each : (3x10= 30)

1 . How does Flora solve the conflict between the Lily and the Rose?

2. Comment on the Social Realism of "The Barber's Trade Union."

3. Explain the dream of the poet in "Song of a Dream."

4. Make a study of the major characters in Tagore's "Kabuliwala."

5. How did Swami Vivekananda become the messenger of Indian wisdom to the West?

Discuss with reference to the essay "Chicago Address**.

6. Critically analyse the view of Casteism that Dr B R Ambedkar puts forward in his

essay "A Childhood Journey to Koregaon".
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Unit I - (WORKBOOK) RECEPTIVE SKILLS AND PRODUCTIVE SKILLS

I. Read the following passage and answer the questions given below: 5x1= 5

A virus is a very tiny type of germ that can make you extremely sick. Viruses only

can survive inside of living things. Viruses can cause many different types of

infectious diseases including the common cold, flu, and smallpox. Viruses take

over living cells and make many copies of themselves. These new virus particles

go on to infect other cells. When our body is being affected by a virus our immune

system kicks into action to stop or slow it down. At the end of 2019, the world came

across a new type of virus called the Coronavirus (COVID-19). We have known

about and studied coronaviruses for decades, but this (COVID-19) was a new

strain to humans. The virus itself causes symptoms remarkably similar to a flu or

common cold. While most people that contract the disease will just have basic

symptoms that they should recover from in about two weeks, COVID-19 is much

more serious than the common cold or flu. That is because it is much more

contagious or easier to transmit than the seasonal flu at almost twice the rate. Also

at this time, this form of coronavirus is proving much more deadly than the

standard seasonal flu.

1. What is a virus?

2. What do viruses cause?

3. How do viruses work?

4. What happened at the end of 2019?

5. What is the difference between COVID 19 and the seasonal flu?

II. Using the following details write a Bibliography in MLA format: 3x1= 3

Title of the book: The Time Machine

Publisher: William Heinemann

Author: H.G.Wells

Place of publication: United Kingdom

Year of publication: 1895 6



III. Write a paragraph based on the information provided: 5*U 5

In the following Pie Chart the percentage of students enrolled in different extracurricular

activities in ABC College, Mangaluru has been shown. You are required to interpret the

Pie Chart and write a paragraph.

Note: The total number of students in the College is 1200.

Studont enrollment in extra curricular activities for tho year
20-25

IV. a. Answer the following in two to three sentences: 1*4= 4

Mention any four modes of advertising.

OR

b. Do as directed:

Write down the following details for a brochure about your college cultural fest:

1. A tagline

2. Any two essential details to be included in the brochure

V. Answer any THREE of the following in 2 sentences each: 3x2= 6

a- What are the non-verbal signs of active listening?

b. What is the difference between hearing and listening?

c. What are the verbal signs of active listening?

d. What is listening?

e. What are the points to be remembered in active listening?

UNIT II

VI. Answer any TWO of the following in four sentences each: 2x2= 4

a. Your neighbour is going to Bombay and you wish to send a parcel for your sister

through him. How would you request him?



b・ You want to help your friend to order a book online as she is finding it difficult. How

would you offer help?

c- You wish to attend a local College Fest Ask permission from the Vice Principal of

your college to do so.

d. You wish to enquire about a public speaking course conducted by your college.

Enquire from the In charge of co curricular activites.

VII. Answer any ONE of the following in four sentences: 1X3= 3

a. Instruct a new student about using the ATM near your college.

b. Give directions to a passenger you met on the bus to go from Bendore to the

nearest hospital in the area.

VIII. Do as directed:

1.Choose the correct form of the verb given in brackets: 2x1= 2

a. The famous singer and composer....in town.(is, are)

b. Either Mr. Mehta or his colleagues responsible for this, (is, are)

2. Complete the following questions using the right question word given in

brackets: 2乂仁2

a.  did the postcard come from? (When, Where)

b. To does this bag belong? (who, whom)

3. Add suitable question tags: 2*1= 2

a- They are prepared for the matter....?

b. You can speak German, ?

4.Complete  the following sentences by using the word given in brackets with the

right suffix : 2x1= 2

a. M. S Dhoni's performance as a cricket player was . (Phenomenon)

b. Shaila was known to be--------(fear) after she caught a snake.

5.Fill  in the blanks by choosing the right linkers given in brackets: 2x1= 2

a. Tina was offered a job in a college she preferred to work in a company, (and,

but)

b. You can take the escalator,you can take the lift, (alternatively, in

addition)



UNIT III - COURSEBOOK

2x5=10IX. Answer any TWO of the following in about 100 words each:

a. How did the two men suffer on the tree because of the wolves?

b. List out all the New Year resolutions of the speaker in the poem, ‘I Shall Go Back

in the New Year.

c. How did Kalam's parents influence his childhood?

d 'Passion for work is the key to success.* Substantiate with reference to the life of

Steve Jobs.

X. Answer any ONE of the following in about 200 words each: 1x10= 10

a- The life of Steve Jobs was a fight against all odds. Discuss.

b. *Food is a cultural marker.* Substantiate with reference to the short story 'Real

Food?
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SECTION A ・ WORKBOOK

Unit I: Receptive Skills: Reading Skills and Listening Skills

I. Read the following passage and answer the questions given below: 5x1= 5

People often said that Thierry Boyle was the most boring man in the world. Thierry

didn't know why people thought he was so boring. Thierry thought he was quite
interesting. After all, he collected stamps. What could be more interesting than
stamps? It was true that he didn't have any other hobbies or interests, but that didn't
matter for Thierry. He had his job, after all. He had a very interesting job. At least,
Thierry thought it was interesting. Everybody else said that his job was boring. But
he was an accountant! Why do people think that accountants are boring? thought
Thierry. Thierry thought his job was fascinating. Every day, he went to his office,
switched on his computer and spent seven and a half hours looking at spreadsheets
and moving numbers around on them. What could be more interesting than that?
But Thierry was unhappy. He was unhappy because people thought he was boring.
He didn't want to be boring. He wanted people to think that he was a very interesting
person. He tried to talk to people about his stamp collection. But every time he talked
about his stamp collection he saw that people were bored. Because people were
bored when he talked about his stamp collection, he talked about his job instead. He
thought people would be very interested when he talked about his job, but, no,
people thought his job was even more boring than his stamp collection. Sometimes,
people even went to sleep when he talked to them.
Thierry thought about how to make himself more interesting. He decided that he
needed to be famous for something. He thought about his stamp collection and
decided that perhaps his stamp collection could make him famous. Perhaps he had
the biggest stamp collection in the world or perhaps he had a very valuable stamp.
Yes, this was it, he decided.

a. What was people's opinion about Thierry?
b. What did Thierry think about himself?
c. What was Thierry's profession?
d. Why was Thierry unhappy?

e. How did Thierry plan to become interesting to others?

II. Rearrange the following details and write a Bibliography in MLA format: 3x1= 3

Title of the Book: Modernist Heresies
Publisher: The Ohio State University Press 7

B.Com


Author: Damon Franke
Place of Publication: Columbus
Year: 2008

III. Answer any ONE of the following : 5乂1= 5

a. You are Laila B writing in response to the job advertisement on the ABC Jobs
website for the position of sales manager. Email your covering letter to David Kelly,
HR Manager with Subject: Application for sales manager position to:
jobs@abc.gmail.com.

b. Prepare a brochure for a beach cleaning drive being organised by an NGO.

IV. Answer any TWO of the following in two sentences each : 2x2= 4

a. How can Listening be appreciative?

b. Give two examples for Verbal Communication.

c. What message is conveyed through the following non-verbal signs of
communication? a) holding a tight fist b) glaring

Unit II: Productive Skills: Speaking Skills and Writing Skills

V. Answer any ONE of the following : 5x1= 5

a. Write the script in eight sentences of a telephone conversation between a woman
who wants to join an all- woman holiday group going on a tour to Dubai and the tour
manager.

b Westwind college is organising a national level workshop on E-Resources for
Students. Ms. Radhika Rao, the CEO of Indian Web Hub is the resource person.
Write a speech proposing the vote of thanks.

VI. Answer the questions given below : 2*3= 6

a. Give a set of instructions on how to download WhatsApp on your new phone.

b. Write a vote of thanks speech on the occasion of your College Annual Day
Programme.

VII. Do as directed : 12*1=12

a. The clown entered the circus ring and the children started clapping. (Transform into
a complex sentence)

b. He must go to finish the work. (Change into a compound sentence)

c. Each of these instruments over rupees one thousand (cost/costs) (Choose
the correct verb from the brackets)

d. They have known each other for a long time. (Change to Past Perfect Tense)

e. The children were shouting when the teacher came in, (Change to Present
Continuous Tense)

mailto:jobs@abc.gmail.com


f. Dev saw the Prime Minister yesterday. (Change to Present Perfect Tense)

g. The president and the secretary to organize a seminar, (want/wants)

(Choose the correct verb from the brackets)

h.、The news better than expected, (was/were) (Choose the correct verb from
the brackets)

i. They had not completed the work by sunset. (Change into a compound sentence)

j. Feeling "under the weather" means(Feel sick or ill/ Feel pressurised/ Feel
unwanted) (Fill in the blanks choosing the appropriate idiom from the brackets)

k. I don't want to  here. The Prime Minister himself is monitoring the
situation, so everything must be flawless. (Go by the book/ Move the goalposts/Cut
corners) (Fill in the blanks choosing the appropriate idiom from the brackets)

I. I am going to stay in bed because I am feeling . (Under the
weather/Tickled pink/ln a soup) (Fill in the blanks choosing the appropriate idiom
from the brackets)

SECTION B: UNIT III - COURSEBOOK

VIII. Answer any TWO of the following in about 150 words: 2x5= 10

1. What does the poem "Heart of the Tree" say about the purpose of planting trees?

2. Examine the figures of speech used by Khalil Gibran to idealise work.

3. Describe the effect of the python's presence in the house of the grandparents.

4. Discuss the view that Deepa's brothers were only an extension of their father's

mindset.

IX. Answer any ONE of the following in about 300 words: 1*10= 10

1. "Decisions alter destiny*'- Discuss the statement with reference to the story

“Daughter.”

2. How do the grandfather and the grandmother differ in their attitude towards the

python?

3. How do the words "Light!” Give me light" gain significance with regard to Helen

Keller?
***************
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UNIT I

I. (A) Skim the following paragraph and answer the questions that follow: 3x1= 3

loo many parents these days can*t say no. As a result, they find themselves raising

'children' who respond greedily to the advertisements aimed right at them. Even

getting what they want doesn't satisfy some kids; they only want more. Now, a

growing number of psychologists, educators and parents think it's time to stop the

madness and start teaching kids about whafs really important: values like hard

work, contentment, honesty and compassion. The struggle to set limits has never

been tougher and the stakes have never been higher. One recent study of adults

who were overindulged as children, paints a discouraging picture of their future:

when given too much too soon, they grow up to be adults who have difficulty

coping with life*s disappointments. They also have a distorted sense of entitlement

that gets in the way of success in the workplace and in relationships.

Psychologists say that parents who overindulge their kids, set them up to be more

vulnerable to future anxiety and depression. Tbday's parents, themselves raised on

values of thrift and self sacrifice, grew up in a culture where "no" was a household

word. Today's kids want much more, partly because there is so much more to

want. The oldest members of this generation were born in the late 1980s, just as

PCs and video games were making their assault on the family room. They think of

MP3 players and flat screen TV as essential utilities, and they have developed

strategies to get them. One survey of teenagers found that when they crave for

something new, most expect to ask nine times before their parents give in. By

every measure, parents are shelling out record amounts. In the heat of this buying

blitz, even parents who desperately need to say no find themselves reaching for

their credit cards.Today's parents aren't equipped to deal with the problem. Many

of them, raised in the 1960s and 70s, swore they'd act differently from their

parents and have closer relationships with their own children. Many even wear the

same designer clothes as their kids and listen to the same music. And they work
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more hours; at the end of a long week, ifs tempting to buy peace with 'yes' and not

mar precious family time with conflict. Anxiety about the future is another factor.

How do well intentioned parents say no to all the sports gear and arts and

language lessons they believe will help their kids thrive in an increasingly

competitive world? Experts in the field of Psychology agree : too much love won*t

spoil a child. Too few limits will.

What parents need to find is a balance between the advantages of an affluent

society and the critical life lessons that come from waiting, saving and working hard

to achieve goals. That search for balance has to start early. Children need limits on

their behaviour because they feel better and more secure when they live within a

secured structure. Older children learn self control by watching how others,

especially parents act. Learning how to overcome challenges is essential to

becoming a successful adult.

1. What are the results of giving the children too much too soon?

2. What do experts in the field of psychology agree upon when it comes to

overindulging in ones children?

3. How do older children learn self-control?

(B) Scan the following paragraph and answer the questions that follow: 2x1= 2

Have you ever heard of the word spuddle? It's the verb from the 17th century that

means to work ineffectively, to be extremely busy whilst achieving absolutely

nothing. Parkinson's law is an observation that states that "Wo「k expands to fill the

period of time available for its completion? In other words, people adjust their pace

to the workload and the amount of time they have to finish it.

This law is named after Cyril Northcote Parkinson, the famous British historian and

author. He wrote the definition above as an opening line to his article for The

Economist in 1955. He later wrote a book about the concept, named Parkinson's

Law:The Pursuit of Progress. Parkinson's law has since been proven with several

studies. There's also the Parkinson's Law of Triviality, which states that people

within organizations often give undue time and attention to trivial matters. As

Parkinson said, “The time spent on any item of the agenda will be in inverse

proportion to the sum [of money] involved.**

(a) What does Parkinson's law suggest?

(b) Find a word from the passage which means : lack of seriousness or

importance; insignificance or an insignificant detail; a trifle.



II. Rearrange the following details and write a bibliography in MLA format: 1x3= 3

Place of publication : Bangalore

Year:2018

Title : Principles of Management

Name of the Publisher: Creative Publishers

Author: B S Raman

III. Write an editorial on the following topic in about 100 words:

The Effects of Covid 19 on Health.

IV. Design a brochure based on the following details:

1x4= 4

1x3=3

A Covid19 vaccination camp to be held in your college conducted by the Red

Cross.

V. Write any ONE letter based on the details given below: 1*3= 3

1. Imagine that you are Ms. Rakesh Sharma, BBA, MBA(HR), applying for the post of

Assistant Professor at Vidya Jyothi College, Bengaluru. Write a covering letter for

your job application.

2. Draft an email covering letter to the Principal, St. Andrew*s College, Mumbai for the

post of an Assistant Professor in Commerce.

VI. Answer any ONE of the following in two sentences: 1 x2= 2

1. What is listening? Give an example for any one form of listening.

2. What is Passive Listening ? How is it different from Active Listening?

UNIT II

VII. Write a script in eight sentences for any ONE of the following : 1x4= 4

1. Mr. Vishwajit Biswas needs an appointment with the dentist for his child. Write a

script of the telephonic conversation that he has with the receptionist at Smile and

Shine Dental Clinic.



2. You are attending an interview for the post of a Business Development Executive

in a reputed Company. Answer the following question asked by the Interviewer:

Interviewer: Tell me about yourself.

Interviewee:

Interviewer: Why do you like to work in our Company?

Interviewee■

Interviewer: Tell me about your experience in the field of marketing and

salesmanship?

Interviewee:.

VIII. Answer the following : 2^2= 4

1. How would you introduce yourself to your colleague?

2. Write down the instructions to make Banana Milkshake.

IX. State whether the underlined parts in the following sentences are Phrases or

Clauses : 4x1=4

1. It cannot be determined where exactly Buddha was buried.

2. The captain asked the scouts to pitch the tents just on top of the hill.

3. Ramesh asked him where he lived.

4. The teacher smiled, as he looked at the little boy.

X. Fill in the blanks using the right forms of the verbs from the given choices :

4x1= 4

1. I the suez canal last year, (have swum, swam)

2. The news you just gave me me very happy, (make, makes)

3. The jury divided over the opinion regarding the punishment for the

juvenile in the Nirbhaya case, (was, were)

4. Tony had  different types of Mango trees in this estate, (cultivated,

cultivated)

XI. Write a speech on any ONE of the following in about 100 words: 1 x4= 4

1. Prepare the vote of thanks that you have to deliver after a one day national

conference on Entrepreneurship Development.



2. Write a speech for the inaugural ceremony of the elected Student Council of your

college for the current academic year.

UNIT III

XII. Answer any TWO of the following in about 100 words each : 2x5= 10

1・ What is the theme of the poem KOde on the Death of A Favourite Cat"? Explain.

2. What are farmers1 suicides linked to in the essay “The Social Cost of Economic

Globalisation"?

3. Which is the easiest sound that ever emanated from the human vocal cords

according to R.K.Narayan?

XIII. Answer any ONE of the following in about 200 words : 1x10= 10

1. How does Vandana Shiva relate poverty and farmers* suicides to the profit motive

of corporations? Elucidate.

2. What are the key points that Narayana Murthy conveys in his speech "The Need

for Excellence”？

3. How does Orwell portray the Burmese people in his essay “Shooting an Elephant*'?
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UNIT I

I. (A) Skim the following paragraph and answer the questions that follow: 3x1= 3

Can you imagine a college without walls, professors or classrooms? Educator

Bunker Roy can. More than 40 years ago, Roy, now 69, founded the Barefoot

College in Tilonia, Rajasthan. His school admits rural women, often grandmothers

and teaches them the basics of solar engineering and freshwater technology. His

efforts have yielded enormous benefits. When the women return to their homes,

they are trained enough to provide their communities, some of the world's most

lonely places, with electricity and clean water. They also gain something important:

a newfound self-confidence. The Barefoot model has already been used to

empower women throughout Asia, Africa, and Latin America. The former President

of USA, Bill Clinton presented Roy with a Clinton Global Citizen Award, which

honours leaders who are solving the world's problems in effective ways.

If you go all over the world, to very remote villages, you will often find only very old

people and very young people. The men have already left. So two ideas were put

into practice in order to make the Barefoot Model work. First it was declared that

men are untrainable, restless, always ready to move, ambitious, and they all want a

certificate to show for their efforts. And the moment you give one of them a

certificate, he leaves the village looking for a job in the city. That is how the simple,

practical solution of training grandmothers came up. They are sympathetic, tolerant,

willing to learn, and patient. All the qualities you need are there. And the second

idea was not to give out certificates. Because the moment a certificate is given, a

woman, like a man, will see it as a passport for leaving rural areas and going to

urban areas to find a job.

Barefoot College follows the lifestyle of Mahatma Gandhi: Students eat, sleep, and

work on the floor. They can work for 20 years or they can go home the next day. As

of today, 604 women solar engineers from 1083 villages in 63 countries have been

trained. The engineers have given solar power to 45,000 houses. These were done

by women who had never left their homes before. Bunker Roy dreams of providing

the world's 47 least developed countries with Barefoot College trained

grandmothers and solar electrify more than 1,00,000 houses.

%



(a) What training does the Barefoot College give the rural women it admits?

(b) How did the former President of USA recognise Bunker Roy?

(c) Why was it decided that the grandmothers would not be awarded certificates?

(B) Scan the following paragraph and answer the questions that follow: 2x1= 2

Today's woman is a highly self-directed person, alive to the sense of her dignity and

the importance of her functions in the private domestic domain and the public

domain of the world of work. Women are rational in approach, careful in handling

situations and want to do things as best as possible. The Fourth World Conference

of Women held in Beijing in September 1995 had emphasized that no enduring

solution of society's most threatening social, economic and political problems could

be found without the participation and empowerment of the women. The 1995

World Summit for Social Development had also emphasised the pivotal role of

women in eradicating poverty and mending the social fabric.

1. Choose a word from the passage which means "based on or in accordance with

reason or logic.”

2. What did the Conference of Women held in Beijing emphasize?

II. Rearrange the following details and write a bibliography in MLA format: 1x3= 3

Title of the book: Storytelling and Mythmaking: Images from Film and Literature

Publisher: Oxford University Press

Author: Frank McMonnell

Place of Publication: New York

Year of Publication: 1979

III. Write an editorial on the following topic in about 100 words: 1x4= 4

The Waste Management System in your Town.

IV. Design a brochure based on the following details: 1x3= 3

The inauguration of a cafeteria on your campus.

V. Write any ONE letter based on the details given below: 仆3= 3

1. Draft an email covering letter to the proprietor of Udayaravi Solar Systems applying

for the post of a Marketing Executive in your district



2- Irnagine that you are Mr.Pawan Sharma, and have completed MBA in Travel and

Tourism. Apply for the post of a sales manager at Global Tours and Travels. Write a

covering letter for your job application.

VI. Answer any ONE of the following in two sentences: 仆2= 2

1 . Who is a good listener?

2. What is Appreciative Listening? Give an example.

UNIT II

VII. Write a script in eight sentences for any ONE of the following : 1*4= 4

1. Mr. Sunil Sharma needs to plan to take leave for a week so that he can attend to

his elderly mother who is sick and needs his help. Write a script of the telephonic

conversation he has with his team leader in this regard

2. You are attending an interview for the post of a Lecturer in Commerce Department

in a reputed College. Answer the following question asked by the Interviewer:

Interviewer: Tell me about yourself.

Interviewee:.

Interviewer: What are the good qualities of a Lecturer?

Interviewee:.

Interviewer: What is Commerce?

Interviewee:.

VIII. Answer the following : 2x2= 4

1. How would you introduce yourself to the Principal of your college?

2. Write down the instructions one needs to follow to search and download the e-copy

of a book The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain.

IX. State whether the underlined parts in the following sentences are Phrases or

Clauses: "1=4

1. Strawberries taste good and thev taste still better with some ice-cream.

2. China is doina well onlv because of its exports.

3. The new library is extremely spacious and well located

4. Wild beasts in small cages are a sorry sight.



X. Fill in the blanks using the right forms of the verbs from the given choices :

4x1= 4

1 • By this time next year we overcome this hard time, (shall, can)

2. Take care that you are not. (cheated, cheat)

3. Bread and butter a healthy breakfast, (is, are)

4. Each man and each woman a vote, (has, have)

XI. Write a speech on any ONE of the following in about 100 words: 1x4= 4

Prepare the vote of thanks that you have to deliver after an inter-collegiate cultural

fest.

2. You are the student secretary of the Sports Club for the academic year. Write a

speech for the inaugural of the Sports Club at your college.

UNIT III

XII. Answer any TWO of the following in about 100 words each : 2x5= 10

1. How does Narayan Murthy prove that design plays an important role in this

technology-driven world?

2. What does Narayan mean when he says that the English language in America has

become 'toasted'? Do you think the reference to toasting is an apt simile?

3. “How do I Love Thee” is a classic poem on love. Elaborate.

XIII. Answer any ONE of the following in about 200 words : 1x10= 10

1. Examine "Shooting an Elephanf as a critique on imperialism.

2. Examine Vandana Shiva's analysis of the effects of globalisation on Indian

farmers?

3. What does R.K.Narayan convey through the essay lasted English*? Explain with

his examples.
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SECTION A: RECEPTIVE SKILLS AND PRODUCTIVE SKILLS

I. Read the following passage and answer the following questions: 5x1= 5

When George Viccars, a tailor's assistant, set a parcel of cloth near a fire to dry, he

never could have known it would unleash a disease that would kill hundreds of

people. Like the surrounding villages, Eyam, England—a farming settlement of

roughly 800—was vulnerable when the bubonic plague, or Black Death, arrived on

its doorstep from London in August 1655. But unlike the other villages, Eyam's

actions during the 14-month outbreak became historically and medically important in

the fight against communicable diseases for hundreds of years to come.

As the frequent pandemics that swept through Europe since the 14th century can

attest, bubonic plague was highly transmissible and nearly always fatal—and like

pandemics today, it was spread via trade routes. In the 17th century, no one knew

what caused plague; ideas about its origins included a punishment sent by God, or

miasma (bad air). People had many ideas about saving themselves from the Black

Death, including prayer and repentance of sins, smoking tobacco, or clearing piles

of rubbish. The true cause of bubonic plague, however, was bacteria spread by fleas

—and unbeknownst to Viccars, the damp cloth he dried near the fire was infested

with them.

In the spring of 1666, William Mompesson, Eyam's newly appointed vicar, united

with the parish's former vicar, Thomas Stanley, to set in motion a plan that would

prevent the plague's spread to surrounding villages. They convinced the villagers to

set up a cordon sanitairea quarantine zone——and asked them to stay within its

boundaries. Signs posted at the borders warned outsiders to stay away.

Mompesson's plan also included holding church services outside—today's social

distancing—as he understood there was less chance of transmission in open

spaces. People have suggested avoiding person-to-person contact to fight the Black

Death since the 14th century, though we now know pneumonic, not bubonic, plague

is more likely to spread via respiratory droplets.

A total of 260 people perished of plague within Eyam. The last died on November 1,

1666, a little more than a year after the disease first hit the village. When the plague

was over, Mompesson's final act was to encourage villagers to burn their clothing,

furniture, and bedding and fumigate their houses to eliminate any potential 
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remaining threat.
While Eyam paid a very high price, the village's sacrifice likely saved thousands of

lives across the north of England. According to The Washington Post, the plague did

not spread beyond Eyam's borders.

1. What actually caused the bubonic plague?
2. What were some of the misconceptions people had about the plague?

3. How did Mompesson prevent the spread of the bubonic plague?

4. What is the meaning of the word, "perished” ? (paragraph 6) •••—

1. Rotted

2. Died

3. Parched

4. Survived

5. What is the meaning of the word, "attest” ? (paragraph 3)

1. Confirm

2. Test

3. Challenge

4. Allow

II. Write a paragraph based on the information provided in the following pie
chart/bar graph : 1 x5= 5

The following pie chart shows the different types of books preferred by students of

the age group 7-12 years. The total number of students surveyed is 100. Using the
data provided, write a paragraph.

1x3=3III. Answer any ONE of the following questions:

a. Draft an advertisement for toothpaste sold by Tblgate.

b. Mention a few important features that you would include in a brochure about a
popular resort and spa.



IV. Using the following details, write a bibliography in MLA format: 1乂2= 2

Author: Phil Coulson

Title: The Battle of New York

Year: 2013

Publisher: Tahiti Publications

..V. Answer any FIVE of the following : 5x2= 10

a. What is the difference between discriminative and comprehensive listening?

b. What are macro and micro skills?

c. What is the meaning of the term "active listening?**

d. What is the difference between verbal and non-verbal communication?

e. What is full listening? How is it different from critical listening?

f. What are some techniques for good listening?

g. What are the barriers to active listening?

VI. Answer any ONE of the following questions : 1x3= 3

a. Give instructions in 4-5 steps for cooking your favourite dish.

b. How will you give directions from City Centre mall to St Agnes?

VII. Answer the following questions in one line each 5*1= 5

a. Make an enquiry about applying for a BCA course at St Agnes College.

b. Offer to help your lecturer with setting up the classroom projector.

Seek permission from your boss/manager to submit your work assignment at a later
c.

date.

d. Request the person seated next to you on the bus to move over.

e. Congratulate your friend on her ten-year wedding anniversary.

VIII. Do as directed:

1. Choose the correct form of the verb given in brackets: 2*1= 2

a. Neither daughter good at singing, (is, are)

b. Those Korean dramas quite popular these days, (is, are)

2. Add suitable question tags: 3*1= 3

a. They're excited for that new Batman film,?

b. He knows how to read Spanish,?

c. You have visited Bangkok, ?



2x1=23. Fill in the blanks with the correct linker given in brackets below:

a Amanda wore a blue dress for the party.her husband wore a blue outfit.

(Similarly, Furthermore)

b・ Peter has ten papers to teach this semester,he has to set the question

papers.(in addition, in spite of)

SECTION B: TREASURE TROVE

IX. Answer any TWO of the following questions in about 100 words each :. 5x2= 10

a What does the narrator in the story The Eyes are Not Here mean by "people with

good eyesight fail to see what is right in front of them”？

» What were the tricks performed by the conjurer? What were the tricks he played on

the Quick Man?

c・ What does Martin Luther King Jr mean by, "I have a dream that my four little children

will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the colour of their skin

but by the content of their character**?

" How does Keats convey a sense of abundance in the first stanza of Ode to Autumn?

e* What is the purpose behind writing Letter to a Teacher?

X. Answer any ONE question in about 250 words : 1x10= 10

What is the major issue faced by Dr. King and other African-Americans like him in
3.

the 1960s? List out some of the problems African-Americans deal with because of

this issue.

b. Are the students weak or not intelligent enough? Write your answer with examples

from the text, Letter to a Teacher.

c. Who does Maya Angelou direct her poem to? What does she assert in the poem?
***************
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1. 旧QEE ai中q贵亩国区: 1x10= 10

I)召T?n■布淀E■布职■乎而古3?而T衣轲■砸殍引中 町？

ji) 中I Rd饵 甘翎硕 ^TT?

iii) “制■加T亩*JTT#枣书 团$中《 铺'汗5以疝”-% 阵中晌■取

iv)福T侍泅弟说 朴泞布亦I■命■分？

v) 璃担r命■而ft玉r mr轲rg?

vi)亦w 可成"rqi3浒宙^仰斓■弟 铤冷中■§?•3

vii) 职T卸专 狗郛苛T灾■希CM3I6寸代旧T +R灯讦W 和T4T可町？

viii)布尊呵有祠■功氏制？

ix) 宙哉诚T布可言-<H— 3TR^cM4><r|l粒ft切切'商职局吉?

x) g雨职ft蒂' 勺研扣 丽旅IT布布T A SilcH辟^TH oTR 3UF?

2.st qq” *Riq 和点冲31 命信nr : 5*2 = 10

i)妇ol国 不0t cR-帝f^T取 A 称T-司T 3TT京诵f^TeT旬和

ji)"牌中志&RTT取』g...........^rfcT ST^-品T &MT &T京3iT^苜,郭f^T虫尚' 亦T龄"而^

菜团■潴T <M”I

iii) ■寸嘛佃令阿帝 WHF^T弟？|

iv) M3iT=r 而胡还 W 腌用啪5T3TT A tfev,乘t浙滴古丽杀RT确' 西' 甜部T,

<6<HM布席F就 不qglEI ^TeT中己哄,验祠"抽漏 者|

3.侍HV V〉”讯1 旬 3cd< forfSlV : 10x1=10

i)'枣mfr中6优 旬 枳 痂如扣 女雨 崩而raff吸 归双「引衲I

ji) cHleicfl带 取虱' dldlgl粒FT叩 部冷々Rf洲函函S

|0



4. 旧tote 3?ar角就： 10乂1= 1°

j) EIeIoIE ofT北“角E'驱H^fT 甫而1旗ft苗宙可布JilH'rfl a<H<dNdl可R&I4抽商

为giE中 砰'寸叫 R如in肖I h吧£l寿IS

ii) “愉f沐it中祈尚北那Egp■郁偏市 grr布可tW而刑1

5.侍* §t VR术可 3FHT 岗诳： 5x2=10

D 卸qr命hR羽1叫Q如中《.3 ■布靛■#■ R国11

ii) 酸Q旧3tk 珈而中《戍布31HT丽' 夕我瑚 礁？r和母n?s

iii) 和TH首仓d饵「由K布宙？TtB"? 3qi6《u| yRd R泳U |

iv) 々旧侍H■中祠■粉3cJ6WI H僧d扃国弓I

6. 3T) PlX f?lf<3d drHH qWT 旬H?© WT forf^V | 1*5= 5

i) o-R?oT

ji) <H^K

"i) jftJW

iv)前

v)而

3TT) De folflsld ^T®5t 旬 B folfSly |

i) 辿 3JTW 就有TTgT 言I

ii) 灭由31料玉倒中中£t佰冬I dlUI I

祈)我rmtEH和ft部

iv) <h1se 中衬丑ifru?侍Kbldldl 喝II

v) 股冷■麻荷曲洽金I

1x5= 5
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1.恐更Q回T中扃回U: 1x10= 10

i) 3t?T 开 宙旅HT 右3lEial chtoi BUI 町 寿I■饵 <slldl 如 1以1 M ?

ji) 女l4)丧jaial cblehd 酣

iii) 宙f衲I希丑楠T市T而rr角危VI

iv) ”代月T中61那官新"88*1中61寿叶 我菖而■涉I

v) 枣;中时Hiaff 蒂■昴raididi 如'W■职福TsnEt#?

vi) 亦W旬奇E田芬有■角/^罚弟侍希■甲■切

vii) 乎讷■弟崩■玉FWT角国S

viii)<Hiel』侍讦［屯引用 命"中

ix)浏<A<r玖 信用 带中为|击|《 前不9 肖干饵甲 言?

x) HeRfT艰司' 令弭钮if M冷和

2. 3书 st q脆1 弟则雨 cqiisqi £|扃7 : 5x2 = 10

i) “3T^5Toi<r«H-feT cRT 回祥e 它朗1&丫' I

ji) “硝形雨■向言，旧时T偷浦林TT|“

iii) u^t^TT, xleft. 2® STTcT 2 驱 卷IHTH f^T 言 ^FcR 3FRTI

iv) 3ftfl■牖；甫?■在 旬T司奇商灿洲aft....沼T司；布IT中技■布部■帝郭■甘 mt取荷

言16月1?1《zTl &【M) 妇加取希oTT^....... |

3.佃WV V5 ”汗 和 3FHT fotf&V : 10x1=10

D "<)此 殂』时七i3「srr^ A1?］也扣3丑新 ^'Wcnsfr取vr^r^r引冰|

ii) “枣mfr押』朝 和t抓肃e司 #扃国⑶
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10x1= 104.港甫 2^ ”讦旬 3ccTT :

i) 引呼HR帝找诚T布丑-j) g卸灯^?扑冷々虑t W 叫$4埒3 I

ii) 9论d中61』布3TOR HT Rl有VI ^T可R』-R』u|新扃卜I

5.伟司t主中术丽T 3cd< felfislM： 5x2=10

i) 31 们中I。々戍 ^? 3GI机u| .Rd Rl国U I

ii)干衣屯角布的司"蒂'3弓16炉| H侣d『殂申母板1

iii) 々旧侍念我的■演3dlRU| Gl国U I

jv) WT侍宙而Wg? 3启 制' 硫 Mlgl yRd QfSui

6. 3T)侣KT 亩扇d Hc^PT qET 引 W 宿念V | 1*5= 5

«)

ii) ?T?fr

iii)膏T

jv) 31^T

v) 3JW

3TT) Gf fcri^TcT Qi«<l ^FT forf&V | 1 x5= 5

D M?lci 中T dlei中 涉I

") 教雨 g 旬可' PlRv I

iii)潸*xi中孺'UGdl煎

iv) ^■sT^tcn^rn

v) 营珂布麻rgsn旬寄3JFHI



21HIN102 Reg No

CHOICE BASED CREDIT SYSTEM SEMESTER SCHEME
B.Sc. FIRST SEMESTER DEGREE EXAMINATION NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2023

General Hindi -1

Durations Hours Max Marks:60

i) wfr HJ-由 布 leHT

ii) 沐邛r gel申l<H侍讦T溪n新币时T

iii) 炳双「中京布亩口旬而叫I6CI町?

iv)中雨■希rm■理开3TO击能IT.町?

v) 侍>4饵 <hiR中耕?

vi) 新宇lofl Elei州 ■酣

vii) ^Erir f^d<A ^TTeT 可 如

viii) 枣T 寸 甲叮 抨IT 町?

ix) 零橱I时强^■而TT^?

x) 福布•伸 甘KIT果5T ?

2.侍苛肃甫qq』^tsrptxi3i命信nr :

1x10= 10

5x2 = 10

i) EGlElfW寄对日8寸6中《耳和位布传7 "国T归中【§31T宝81 3JT中 町I HTTf^ITl”

ii) # 亩t币ifr布 w 沛Hr wR中I更

iii) “眼而眄，即■旧职D■宥T前fl■鬲硝莉T |

iv) 寸#史,5T7帝亦前fr3lH弟丽T

3. ftnft ”彳 旬 3ctk fprf^rv: 10x1= 10

i) 1 出1不1胃心9 '中61』可丑1< (?)如中。3.£| 取 M^T^r 5lfe)U I

ii)'而'中6优 朝 机 Q也中1 3>甫|溪捕 取 肺®引侣TE



4.侍EV 木讦 W 3rcR ferf^hT : 10x1= 10

i) ' dollar'中8loTl瓦 州］好令忘［看 角■网订 珂命' 伯令.dlSft 炳仰 引G.I

ii) ' $ei<h '腿1用 A RRci 而r F^ft-3 jiiftcbdi q< 妙中im引l^mi

5.尚或 eft 旬 3FHT ferf^IT: 5x2=10

i) 一中A中 3^tr 315仍中 f^TT朝 3i?IT 3dlRU『 -Rd I

ii) 后沙5估点玉诵"^? 3启 阳t带13勺6炉| 一财 向危B

iii) 而T帝T qR甜l叫 港也中-3B弟cfl^T 3荷 WT g6<5苗 亦I I

件财0中“如叫待冶^? 3启cft^r 丽' Uldisw h«h$i$E

6. 3T) Jld 住.^nr 碱 uniRu : 1x5=5

i) Hia 勺 ie

ii)

iii)

erranT

V)

1x5=5

i)

3T^T?R^

<H)6<d 泊R■矶W3iR 亦IT

ii) 6<Hll珂IE 而■航■衣引W言

iii) 艰t浦侣nsfr

iv) 明讦利寸玉何'咨

v) 3fFTE 输



21HIN103 Reg No : 

CHOICE BASED CREDIT SYSTEM SEMESTER SCHEME
B.Com. FIRST SEMESTER DEGREE EXAMINATION NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2023

General Hindi -1

Durations Hours Max Marks:60

1. BF 4应f F qiN 肃 大<H Rl肩I u: 1*10= 10

i) 6却9所示T例』苛2年qr估如i〈i时IT告?

ii) 晰 3RR4T 茵ell 希T 和瑚以中l«H 3ildl 器

iii) <H6i2由 Er带I■崎T京轲r uieA弟侣Hr币?t?

iv)"却加 新《雨ST典1伟布硝言“爆中缶T侍冷中引？

V)新I旬JT§而佃糖7中l《u|取STeTT oTTcTT

vi)衣荷秫理再看定拆T乎■何rfHTW 希T-希1和铲？

vii) f^Ttr 布 qrn 中 ?frer^?

viii) 海 ^eTT 甫 ^TT

ix) wr中旬言■可信KT儆网■栗碎R古 g?

X)告CdI有成& 朝 &妇中总同吉?

2. 寸 vRoft 布信nr ^rsRPr 州 命信nr : 5乂2 = 10

i) 眼亦I Mf^di 旬 2中挤 职 玉T 和$l ftrftjr 聘T HI<H* 3TT MIT |

ii)乎？r。描中丑卸' afrr丑佰侣vi也 有<ri«A股nt柚r布乎r勺曰i\ wr甘品 景|

iii) 那偷？布中RW挤雨^RFERfr昉崩布判柄亩叩?渤

N)4<A 3?!衣浦d哭El jftl G国2留S'命'3itT布3眼苗兴呻命'商3ftT析布Rl eRTTl

3.伊>小 "诃玉T 3FHT 角念V : 10*1= 10

i) -Id涕cl布屯翱露制E备HE 3ftrE堇向■弟岸JR 轲■哉店&FR寸信rf航I

U

B.Com


ji) Mu我而ft产布潍FT 不1"1寿1中(TOT f T琼命加T Kt苗寸"干明 待E吉？ §

ferf&Vl

4.侍BV BT ^RrT 朝 3cHT 角同E : 10*1= 10

i) Fw(Ji 何中出<rii 鬲，呢q■虱■丑Rier应3七命 r^^hdEfqrsnwTsiQu |

ii) ^fT-^fr qioiiw # JilaQq^dl 命 ^fWW 旬 画 tTRVI °FT cWY 涉 I 」Rci寻1 埒干 1

5. 击 U^<ff 旬 3rcR ferf&V: 5*2=10

i) 亦TT信蒲■中尚芸> 列弟 而•汹■雨圮ls〈u|勺Rd Rl育U I

ii) 时 3tk 3TW 弟3icR 雨列取W丑耘T干q^c命信HT I

iii)中g 新uR甜i叫(?)如中、3^r弥3^t盼 总职u| ferf^TI

iv)侣中lQ捕T 31R中寺A 3i?R KU *?七讪6顷 寻埒k! I

6. ar)袖同』中r anraran^ggr 角街 | 5*1=5

j) ^PR 0l«H布 喉•取那归荷示t郛同T浜■取 肩衬丽?中心 带f^TT转旧氾RT中诵■野中T

国 f&U I

ii) M 信云501^5 和TrailB布 主 3cd< 衣 R侦 ygdl 布足布fclv JlET 41 边Cil,

引乎回3TT它旬^ftxPT泠羿中i@ol布91—id布 ET旧 311&知 甲F桐TT命信HT |

3TT) QiyiJoTl fctf&V | 1x5= 5

i) Departmental order-

ii) Ballot box-

iii) Basic-

iv) District officer-

v) Capital grant-

****************



21HIN104 Reg No : 

CHOICE BASED CREDIT SYSTEM SEMESTER SCHEME

BBA FIRST SEMESTER DEGREE EXAMINATION NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2023

General Hindi -1

Duration^ Hours Max Marks:60

1・ 开 1x10= 10

i)

ji) 新航 ^IT 扣』2ft?

iii) <si<riaii<<ri ^t^rf an^TT^ir?

iv)刁01察妇icH中61』布2如中玉T叩rGl国U I

v) ^rfq- 侍宙 stt?

vi) oiq-ci<r< ^n*

vii) 押用 A 拘希 布 成4氓FT 3TW 我布 衣IT如9qi町？

viii)品抑 耳勺|伯只 肪 侍>叶2 U时寸乜■ HRT肃MTT町？

ix)甫可寸弓布<riaic?l4>侍WT旬铲Goll日T折？

x) 甫叙恒引岔硬衬带t侣T饵 住才？

2・侍胃 立中术布向V EPmr 3||&州£1角IV : 5x2 = 10

i) 驱司宜弟51中《港帝甘可言Pel饵引甘K奋殍T告I勺可中浦3^ 3im4i就T3ttr

3^r 油 W I

ii) “更忍忒同如 尹J印书新^TcT吉，瞬IT 昭帝3TTOT .干dl布ft , Kt所出顿

妣d l布fr, goR蒂' 帝童寸中言3TRT告| “

iii) 硫f 初t, RT allien cfr 床1 初T..... “

iv). qE*甘市W司3lk 命•新制金应| #铺■寸肪浏EPT应布护g

f^ToHT^TT I

3,侍Rft陛时E 琳R角1诫■: 10x1= 10

i). “gr・FF矿由6而旬和如2羿女雨qi^RicHE 取 呻可si疝v ?

ii). “中杀v)ei'中61』布j^WcTFSfr灾9中id引f涌T |



4.侍讶ft S5 取诃 «FT 3ccR fcrf^nr : 10x1=10

i). “HTHT Rwicll ”中61』虱'和T有崩 学F3丑cp| .函Pl中dl取肺囱SlfelQ ?

ii).布3fT株国dl<dl肖”中6优 弟 WPT WT仍581玉T -Rd Rg 命信口 |

5.佃敏gt取林 W 3cHT角回& 5x2=10

j). deH«H 々旧 3frrq旧命 qR跆网 侣I如中］jc；i6<ur .Ry h<h〃i$u i

ii)・ <xj<r|l 布 3HWT 取 W旧 布 伟？命 泊 言 I 3GI6WI hRcT ■•H寻1I$U I

祈).q回■很r祐rg?不描曲W■泊言？ 轲弟gRUTW国 商七月$1I$U I

iv).  c^d<d 侍7# 耐言 g ?制' 带t -dJGWI 'Hl^d，<H不呻侦 I

6. 3T) drttd WT^ft 可?T^EfplfSlQ: 1*5= 5

i). 3TC：

")• ^Ffr

jii).配希

iv).  3i^T

v).野

3it)ftnr ^nr qi<rdi 聒 £iRi 对: 1*5= 5

j).芝jii9 击市趴玉非布林r朴而r勺可叫［|

ii). 亦r洞T新饱宿」却研咨|

iii). 敢■局I

iv)..尽伯 强 忒同 代f^o-d 柯死部

v). 加T布对寸i■酮济信奋寸偷布希' W3IT磅I
********************



22HIN105 Reg No : 

CHOICE BASED CREDIT SYSTEM SEMESTER SCHEME

BCA FIRST SEMESTER DEGREE EXAMINATION NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2023

General Hindi -1

Durations Hours Max Marks:60

W1 国 E di午u 肃 Rl国UI 10*1= 10

D 食河市r弟Hi北郴fr而r sfh耐?r *

H) 勤布弗W屯Wlj仰 弟HI宙待宙雨 面一辿豆侍曲刑T制？

iii) 商 SidJ^cTl^ ^fcl 丽砰-川

iv) SURTSfi■弟 中硝带'住四 和g 带曲晌冷削？

v)，睚 3〉JiraT取 取T眼T 0-1 告 存 萨T信芾 如' 说T

vi) 缺l<H oft言3TW 祁日心 闻侍尚羿T?

vii) STEmE中pbcdRl冲希T&他中由言前?

viii) 3H衣ft 布 feT7 3iloil(51 侍志 FRF 命' 命尚 M?

ix) 亦而而'估河 忒I■布侍和(I言？

x) 和尚'3?W 丽雨侍由'WnE 泊TWT戏T制？

2.伪书甫命京河4但d。州3i命信HT | 2x5= 10

i) “艰'+1加 密V旬 引顽&KTT咨,佰可iRldl弟cRldlui却布T^xT#宥f买H泡首I”

'•)，祠'可彳启-可3 啊6布丽■不fT朱族T I确电抻由I <Hddd爆商吉布函

邪I』习中?| 帝可 可T令以涉r

iii) Ub 哲订招I Kt 2妇中7 者 耳4 <HI<dd ofldH弟 既 由如||例一拓不 蒂"

汕中T羿1涉Is

iv)'可顽TT A 质ff 3l<r|lai既 叩ft布jffeT肩引町町I何Tl<d帝T a^d帝T希修£l«Hd刁凿

Stir eft cbR如浦 W"甲何式 McTl g m3 3^t 职T 告 r

3.侍HV旧 船讦 旬3?ar角1肴v| 1x10= 10

i) ♦XjRl 布饵IhIw 我 郴ft帝T 3f|q】q<t)cn 告 r _n)d 布 3WKFT 27^41 烈 I

ii) 旬——U 7«H—l2 ^XT <Hl<ria 佥-研 取<H6cvd ^TT ♦中l々「引向V I



4.曲 ft商 W 旬交侣1丽1 1x10= 10

i) 扫国斧 gr §3fT寿浦中r ^hr jth京e虑t W曲国q I

ii) 的&中Wl 3llc<H4)P^d jftl 3聊)才diaicTl《目>宿 而 聃同6<Hll却点可 市毛侣■史 件H

Mchl< M$l 告? Trf^FcnT ferf^V I

5. 3书 寸 VR?ft 旬 3rcR ferf^TT I 2*5= 10

i) 一中淼中 侍冯TWTT^?「ql6iu|布亦rR宙U |

ii) f^xfhPT ^ct g ?3^7 a^if 亩 MINI 七Rd ferf^Vl

iii) .a<dl<H 命'E^jnsfr 演■穿T「勺3 ?f^T 骈帝 Kt 3GI6〈U| 布亦I Q回Ul

iv)立而命' qR由|叫混欧 g肯ddlg K^TT 3ttl 为laai?中 0EI ^1 3fcR MI6B -Rd

rarau I

6. A) Rtfl 可 Mit'M 斜4、<TiR|y I 仆5= 5

i）汀弓1太佰WdR/IN-布R侦伊斟IW A 亦VW中 %如IcTl g | 3^ Mlud 时饵3iM«^

湿向中q）州dl应玉T -R"l2翳 雪枷位币网' 亦乖冬1时4布 ET㈣'

出1配叫 叫 旬 oi<H<r|l M^dd cfilfalM |

ii） 3iFT信TH 朴尚T A 百,*^寸 亦T:不何 何 畋T g』gl厕 寸 以E饵al罚 曲T 希

中许 鬲3fTT 加IE 3ii加己中《2 磐 3TT专中.信Bt布 易8»£白中 叶 —中 冷I中心』W

feri^TTI

B） aig <crfeHT I

i） «H5国 g玉■斓■甲RTBIHTI

"）林「&甫.^HI初

iii） 延?T*辛神聘Tl

iv）嘛r洪旧T%

v）云岔和司囱言I
★****★★•**★*★*★*★•*



21KAN101 Reg No : 

CHOICE BASED CREDIT SYSTEM SEMESTER SCHEME

BA FIRST SEMESTER DEGREE EXAMINATION NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2023

General Kannada -1

哉Hours eodriU):60 

l.®.舌寸曲rWQ ?ood)Ko成* 标游盖版矛砍"哉我wdcibd. (1x6= 6)

〔• cd%b, q。检泌；

c±L)^d ^oc5cd)弓廿疝©.

2. cdra&ae 2oGb| aodBd
C c*> co

rt)q球& riox)洛闭宗6务

e.矽BAM曲rWQ coddd KodRs 祐找务吗dq泌稻 <Dc58(?)0. (2x4= 8)

〔.书g 凤dboi)桐犬o* si)doi)O?—A

2. QFktoc5od)6 QR检

3. oi)o廿 3苗 ccbBe^ 3)逐 2a)d d耳

II. 5 者GAR ^sfriVd tooU感司2o早 cLa^dd enj^dA. (1x10= 10)

1 . XVR宅司以司即检Q洛R者sWd司剧J doU检sort aoert? 务8.

2. &8 aoritioi) Wri由拓RUQ鸯目6廿d)do^公司将说W? Q说以宙

III. &) 司WriOQ Qd廿码司3。吊必KUQ eru弓8务. (2*10= 20)

1- co^WcOrt 圣潜曲才爬和f esh ^)Bd司书or!或衣eJea)d占爬句成E <0必3务晦<3?

2.或§膨如泌 吗成)。幻后01)2ocbd<0oti 顽)矽忌ccb ^a)drfeSd^ 'W电 wocrari OTrido*

司幻。早击 aoeri

3. 6项)。弓机MwU Jea)4决亦?阿。aorirfabrfd顷M^abrW码 书。日那务.

4.色o^cJriV(0S疽祐cdmg &a攻阳Q 桐6 顷*心弓/芋成源检 盘斗6检

&j亦odb &5adrW感 rbd)&?)。或及角.



IV. e) todcibd. (6x1=6)

1.

4.

5.

膈We cOobF^d cn)Ori%b6.

<0 esb 魂es特 cdw

6* riocs^hcdbe 岐636处权cJ —
巴。3 d>Cc3

'e)‘。页 ri

cd)0 如总 F

<b%b AeQR ^dudb

-oHp13
-cd)or( 2JO6 &edb

-第K廿cd)我ri%bA
-软6或

・袍德如

-B6 ◎豚ZO&K0

(10x1= 10)e) WAK ?ood)6与UQ en)^d(x)d.

1 . ski次&so d ri^dF3 廿港d) cdn)d)?2 Q

2. ajo&W待林5 8% 如况c±?

3. OTdb &&B)25dqo 成e汽 codciF^ erod?

4. 'Q2jd'舌次R泌志由覆那cb 如cb?23 o(

5. ^.d>o.^eabc5d g鸯b我涂W?

6. ^od.hdol) 3eddd* bUo2o3o!)dea)dd)板cb?n n

7.狷o旋3 成。.角 &edeb rW电 esdo^Adrfcb cdi^cb?

8. 唱电行卿 esh &)&3 如§硬air液？

9.廿瓦 55驴 Zjjbcirfe^S aoricS* 习3oi)感 dU角UXcb ojje)d)?

10.初待fHo§ 电absJd ai)u^cb oirsc^d)?
******************



21KAN102 Reg No : 

CHOICE BASED CREDIT SYSTEM SEMESTER SCHEME

B.Sc. FIRST SEMESTER DEGREE EXAMINATION NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2023

General Kannada -1

KJsbcd):2 Hours oodri^b:60 

l.e). 曲riVQ 焉ocb W砖U 也检洗枷泌务 早E电 zoddbd. (1x6= 6)

涂8攻 Web书血e8ck司 | ao^des?

rbacdjsodb Qo安象n O

2. oi)o仪cdbft冬加 W机血b_o <X
e)orfj dc^orf 响将!

g)<3 相烫o§
€觎 6“ ！o

e. gJAR曲rWQ oddd KoURf 标以务吗dq次或 务8. (2x4= 8)

1 . 眩攻炽 Qogq 故^ srl

2. cdiorte/ 洛功codcj^aecO

3. qU q。次 6低吊廿必咬叶 Mo^dn co —
II. e). 3JAR 司WjWQ 矣检电电px)U 成)Kc吗 eru^B务. (1*10= 10)

1. 'gVri曲or) oh)d 泣成 g恳grto e^oi)泌感 成3密.

2.有同oi)rteedoio廿财s检矽gob秫QX63

III. e>) ^sfriVO Qd廿曲司20。寸 d/asWQ 如冯8& (2x10= 20)

1. ,c±7)^a3j3otie),。衣丈 0acb deso^cb E±D^o^ri^ 以5 Q砍以&
2) r> u 2) C

2. L(Bcd)2ori 弓e衣曲廿3 ? odd 次我ri沃W ?

3. *^ca QoEri dorraej^riJea,眇哉i)ri骂 Qog Qdb8(?)' qoc!)aSe泌次或geacdi舞

3Gb时而 d)0^j ?jdcil)S.
c<

4. 同瓦 s司有Q ed 拓ceb感'd)ocb gzSQobb es可 coadd

ferfdedod <3rf8<?)
o( r>



IV. 9）血。8务 t）ddb8. (6x1=6)

'W Qmri 或脆丑1

1. 我c!b或扃） 哥gE±

2. d)o. esK. d<0 商）阳cd）次出og

3. abSCOT 必0廿斑心

4. 眇寸。Web

5. 凌诵 25^ri)<3 d）ud）国弓b aozSQabb 明弓

6. c^OCX/cJCcuCJ^cxS4'鸟 书血归WesJ务

a) 色耳riQri \ocb crodjdd en^B务6. (10x1=10)

1 . & oiracb ?

2. 琢cb疽 必机x5 ?oog5 cdrsd6Aa)?Q q

3. d.OT. 2jeodjOi)aJd 勿点桐或 cdr^cb ?

4. 以q i)cbci)如曲cl)?

5. ^dabjfOd mncb 如劫cb ?

6. 'd)od)cj^b 以oWQabb e3可 商)0覆 dea)dcb airacb ?

7. F5d)ab S)色 RrWO 血)WW 宓rl sR 或曲检6。检 ehc5 ?
r> <-) c( <*) q

8. OTdb 血。商)#.&60jq。aoert &^廿 od ecrsd ?

9. 'a^dcOrt 庆或 E® ZJdda^Cb 如& ?

10.也我但书膊检qo&d M)典riW 的长时？j&沼cb cdn)cb ?
****************



21KAN103 Reg No

CHOICE BASED CREDIT SYSTEM SEMESTER SCHEME

B.Com. FIRST SEMESTER DEGREE EXAMINATION NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2023

General Kannada -1

旋bcd）:2 Hours 巴 o3riW:60

l.e.  3UAR曲rWQ &ocb 枪 K。检血为角泌sraBE成 wddbd. （1x6= 6）

1 . 她WWcdb前成）吗

oioHd a廿 圣6此K阳 如。C
dricidrf VfS检QoWS血6阳。日桐习成次

2jPig1）血菟商充^击!）成

QrlT欧我X勿忽司武3。宙角改哉*）说^

2. <aud rb调rW 色8罚ae成 成）&

（\joc5 cxydESrCJ Ra?^/9ecJb c3/9&
o a u

zJu&ogJcd 2oao）o tj D
^oddLD zoaa）d）?a）咬确&

r> n

es. 动HQQ c）ddd 出oUBf 祐U务吗d恳疽成 <0c^dAd. （2*4= 8）

1. 2ooc5 rioriVdd em^aeFdb
r> O

2. 20苴者襦

3. E±8eJed 我rb<0X Xrb次

II. e>. WAV 司私。U曲目t）o早 d^oJdd enj^dA. （仆10= 10）

1. eJdccb己如村感W电或迎^gS）f,出忌aoert W色&电枝？

2.机眈己）书沛成。或3成可衣。汽次成c3^0c?）0.

III.切）SVPlFd ^^riVd Qd廿稻司3。矽 ctosiuq ea>电8& （2x10= 20）

1. k<3君8曲 co^OTcOrt 曲6?^ 巴A 矛日弘时感 a^ert? <3c59（?>.

2.'书2jdb^ 松司战 ^UcSosj aojd 筋hB' UeeaX码 esRBc?） <3rf&（?>8.

3.吕司2oo6ri mrk5,项弓田泯8成?ed），叔）8也由弓德011舞3®&3窈Roi）Q

（Ocdj§）F（^）.

4.'书q® ao^d?^ ^rid^ 秘ea）MU Q咬ck^dri"感 £o日3务.

B.Com


IV. €5)血。8务 zoddbd. (6x1=6)

1.
'寸服" 或 Qmri

1. ao?d)cd)o^ —Oe)C3(\)与&

2. 宪oi)歇)8 -codri^v^<x
3. Q esb es酣 oh/a -ddft

4. 狷时宓 -rt/泯8 旋司 cd)8ocd)

5. 泣阳b 版或 司 -占皂＞e务如

6. E^aoS志愚 -打泌

e) 2ooci)ero弓8务8. (10、1= 10)

1 . '4 加2d 2orad 3)rbB'女*^感 dU务检次d)如cb?

2. c^doi^cOd owd)oi^^)d)?

3. cdy^ dbdrt 2。司者Q U.&gk弓耳。血犬 en)^?Ue)Su e)oarod?

4. Eo)dotidOTK)d(0&6眈qkoi)"e?d)?

5. d)血d唱MX以司威X 迎曲cb?

6.旋弗务oi冷椭宙&3 q.& aa^detDrtV书忌&封)？

7. 2>c5 湖WabQ--------------------- . rrod 血8成 渤

8.书d惑3oi)m&^dg8, 行材角硬d)O?

9.耳 d/aecWRocJd cdrsd)?

10.，质)。衣褊 'rrarf 坂或电 击)浒血懿).•----------------- - -- ■ <x
★★*★★★*****★****



21KAN104

Ksbab:2 Hours e)odr!U):60

(1x6= 6)

(2x4= 8)

(1x10=10)

(2x10= 20)

2.说护3成8 成/泯6日亦乌角.

3.唱dX sradri 幻3鸟色 或e^ticL 感er?? odd WBe攻ri甘eW ?

4.顽)。次或 E。' d)OT8rt dea)e> a^eO^cbdd是公奇X感由舀密.

I.o. dVh^rlVd tooci) KcjQ KoUz^f 枷书务伊6时命而 wddbd.

1 . 6剧 c3e)^6dw(3ab0 cpo

&Qri%b cO^^OOoi)

g次公廿ej恳耳ric±Fd 形幻Qq攻汽

(0Cc^) &E3E3^c5$ cd)65e) 6^0

前d Fdd ZjLziorid

6* cOcirtod) /dW ^i)a(?)dFd)aorf)ci)

Reg No : .

CHOICE BASED CREDIT SYSTEM SEMESTER SCHEME

B.Com. FIRST SEMESTER DEGREE EXAMINATION NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2023

General Kannada -1

III.句舌VAK 司司rWQ Qd廿电司23o寸 d/aKUQ en)083

1,况db'dbod>。浒rbX osyacdod &6或 % rfeuf OcJd Uo^Jri敬出？ <0d0(?)6.

2. Wd函ri &亦J 6口

&)咬6犬 咬e3ol) cd63

ed日加8款eu>
e. 曲riQQ d)ddd KoUBf 枷书孟吗d瓦次电 <0rfd(?)d.

1. 3球d角a* ^ao^Fd)^ d/ao廿& riBoio早a

2. riosi^q zJQ宗8角血。做心攻叼甘

3. cd era 如 亦 eA

II.切.舌BAM 司WHJQ koU感由迪。早 d/a曲3Q eru^dci.

1. c^eobri^zjd zjcb&X d)do^ 'gb aoririab 我rid)' 3亦汩。砍汽以司待血。仓廿？ Q次8&

2.郭e±R 6弓甘百四检。&改剑唱书犬司<ODo23d sort书E? <Og50^0.

B.Com


IV. e) &08务 wrfdbd. (6x1=6)

1.
R加玲ri '<a'。咬 ri

1. *$君2砖必

2. 加d e5oco
3. 说)R d?j d/dcO 25e)K)i>5

4. 23.d)O.成汽Q "鸯

5. o)2jd 6。#020 3q)0 忌60

6. qo. daG 2orad wrb©c

e) WAR 司财件犬 ^odb 6夸g enj^dcid, (10x1= 10)

1. otcDd 血。成&目 d(5 耳。aoeri 就 cod

2. 中哓只)或0258'01)^rf^oab 肢d& 如劫&?

3. '^©aorirfoi) WrlW 者由哉左山 Oq。* e)^d air涓也3疝。覆 ed^d^V,O7)hrf?

4. ^01)3； ctoc^dF^ 6以 rbrf 成务风(3?

5. aoOd)dea)e)^d 业。6迪诺eob

6.'角& ①cb击cis dea)Fd zoddrfcb oir^cb?

7.时3sk5R志 Fi)a^)ab dracb?

8. N机de&)如'EoSd? RcJoioX eancb oJrac^cb?

9. Weo§ 书d&)d检 e)鸯同或 g!)8oV7)5)*20' ^rfri)d^)odrfcb cdn)cb?

10. 湖Wol)Q---------------------- . rrarf 血浴志 渤mF血
co c(

*★*★★•********★



21KAN104 Reg No : 

CHOICE BASED CREDIT SYSTEM SEMESTER SCHEME

B.B.A./BCA FIRST SEMESTER DEGREE EXAMINATION NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2023

General Kannada -1

旋Hours oo8ri^b:60

I.或 哉加。Q 矣cb 说狠 Kock* 务中>6亦亦^ wddbd. (1 x6= 6)

次书oL dbrbqj

(2x4= 8)

(1x10= 10)

2.心Ad)。同

oiodd a)d 港 &9on
廿ri以汩 商4成0。0^ 我)冼^0€36为川£3

whcb 细&闸㈤局0 &

廿2?e志)X g以哈汽务攻疽书

es. ^hpdc^riVd <oddd RoXRf 祐任务吗d瓦X曲 务8.

1 . d)cbd 洛皂ab soc3a)rf 矽3 攻

2. g^Q,^ Sf5 ft)电

3. 8oorf, d)dbd 如d&e C3A§&油？功rl e>矽味 密检 cn)0H%b|

II. e. 司WrWq t>o疽而司d/aK^Q au弓8务.

1.幻esb书尚眈。切书。亦)DU 吗d喙3战Qd/a宙角.

2. *5^0 aoHrfcd) 4ri泌'制XdQ禹苴吊廿d)do^ H习㈤诙花？ 3©角.

III. e>) 3讲记 电qo邙 d/潟UQ s)^8务. (2x10= 20)

1. a^aeJri 涂cbX wri R&o§ % cJeor edd 巴Bs^abrW确出。日招务 wdcTbd.

2. co3jd(0ri 6)^37)g£3 d0E3 么3ol)洛g &Ki)?

3.犬心)曲过。皈i a)^f必我血甘，育坂宓wdb^d t)XobR^

4. &)eJe& aoJC^h 疽句e务alia Ei)d)s5ojj^d 知。以*7 或电 ® Fdo^dd &s5R 丞A电？

CkJcJOcx).

&3



IV. o) &。8务 wddbd. (6x1= 6)

1. W Qmri ‘河 Qmri

1.
Q收 明0疽s带

2. 2J 袖 XWrba 3dri/98R ricdy%立

3. ci/3c5t）依。顽）c3f5 郸

4. 湖㈤&jo曲条匕角，J C3 rbcb

5. go d/9S3 257)(\)c^

6. 6JO(4, 3 位女5氏）回泓司

£3)WAR 司&ocb 6岛UQ g电8务8. (10*1= 10)

1. 'GdsJd'时次RX确 wdd^cb 如cb?

2.'吊K泓由 KdoWdob 书8gdsc3ski)'如&?V -* <n

3. &加ao)E3^cb oiracici)?

4. <^owdb oirad 安鸯6攻？

5. mdb 念。网&§ 月Q 耳。成E 廿 EodcS^ ecs^d?

6. 8o由ric^ cOod 相忌ri eowdF^ 才迎 edo^^)d^cb 如cb?

7.'哈成0汽 g&' dea)?3d dH商&)dcb aiyscb?

8. 'sH33 踣&E： k)06jo3j3oc1)grkJc3 或eOR <0^d ws^abd zjX 棚oi)3<5rio应 zj^O^rf*6 Q C J
Qo&Jcb cdracb?

9.，琢&5 ^adEae------------- , mc5 血^感 击)“E/a。务.

10. oil剑&)。犬政国冬商i)A3)?O
******************
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General Malayalam -1

Durations Hours Max Marks:60

I. ACCmD 纱彻0。。9?(0)9妨 (9X2= 18)

1. 心QI) SOLE 0项右

2. a&jaDDgmTlQQj 砸gjg)啊 ciflaudrsfl如

3. (wlcdOJCODOD^a) C(WDG(dl Od)(d?

4. SOLD 诚cm QJDcfiOlmQO O0C2)(OWo 迎啊OGOY

5. 砸Gjmo/I 祯尖g舟n_J?0前(60000 G(n0Q) (2CDDQJ&P城

6. C<ft>(03 OfdcfiOOG殄 QanCgJD^TlnJ GCDSlCQ) QQJODDgl

7. GGnJn_]^(i (W?航(OYODOb n^OTT) O0nJ0 (T)D0(UYOfl(^ (GlddlOD。鬲S?⑴

8. Gd^OgOJYOflQQJ QjlQJD0nJ(d0DOD ClflGJD&JDCW o_I西应血OGW mTlmQO

aogmriaY欢ScOOo金冲刽 画尖衡以佥doo?) ?

9. (SGjm血。曲01)。戒旬海？

II. cnoQQj^mTIm m)036信qj?。(nnomjoj?。Qjjc0(o)enceo?(e> (4x4= 16)

10.”血oiYoa啊。asgagp 疏。ggpo。oensgam? ocuggrown^

口?而Yflo<lmr)?o”

11. "Ud^o(/)Dfd0D0ODD^ (WDC/)0o (0)0(^001)1(11)0(/) SOb (TflmD?处SGTOYO)?

mono。矽

12. ” (GYd^ab (OCWCOYODClb Qjlgcnf)商(TO?处ODOQ510mDQgp oJ(0(lciJ "
O^GfdDSD6ml6BY3G)(D nJC0D?(Tn茴?祯(?鬲OU?)

13. "(GY^ S)Qj](0)o 祯QCW0? QnDD^DCnaDGm !” nJgm信顼踱宣血Y3QCD
dTkrofl出⑥。crflsaDoBl crocBd^o 祯苗?

14. (SDr&lQQQ) (Wo(§D^dGm QQ(/d£jlGQ)3S (GTdS^njl^ (T)lc&(OYU)Da?)

(WrtDDODl^pg^GnS. O0)0Cd3G)d9O?n^)6UY36)(T) ?



III. 辄饷Tkn?企。？ 处?CaDOQCU)佥g)0QQ尖(0)?⑥ (2*10= 20)

15. (GTdQJfflO。处QYnJ(DQ)?o O^CUJDCD QQGdQjl^o 必」曲GmSOLDOfl航

Q(U)曲GTOY% 血0Gm?(TT) o/IOJCOld^)^

16.砸QJJDCD 6)6)03罚,(pjaOODmAaYQC GQCfbQ 丝QJQODgpo (U)(D0O

血>莅1掘尻迎Q(U)a啊。鱼。@拓6)册。函1顼§?6H<. S02)(31(Do 祯(W 处LD
&w 砸mVoJGm妫fl dflcjRldao?处

17. aocngr^A处〔nJOdm^S (WDoffl^fOYoflm^ Qjl^aDaoaDl qdo^ctudu?)

(§3^1 SJGODDS衡必oYqC 砌啊(W啊苗站佥P(m尻 CT)晚HGmQeXTT)
。?赤哦eaD?QS QJ38o nJ血SO讥06伊?

IV. (Dl(acgG3a(D2(W010^1^(0)^ (3x2= 6)

18.」!西。钊四荷(Tvcnbl(rQ(&钝醐疏冲

(a) nJ^«5ru)§o, a^OD^Gns ,筋"那刽，crfl就6

19. cJl〔(/)nn1 节(n)0D(n)o 履己嘛瑚例处

(a) m1&Jda>6rnoa?), cdd&jgtsj,(nJ(oflQJ3(oo, (dIqjcq^qjo

2O.Q(O)Q2 荷。?啊冲

(a) 祯oYqC 0d西CO)?。CDG)O G)(O)Q^0DGrn, nV!筋CQ)?QS [nJ9Q)o nd"

QJODCpp航
★*•★**•*★*★***★★★
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SECTION-A

I. Repondez : (Any 5) (5x2= 10)

1. Avez-vous un cou ? Est-ce que le chien a un bee ?

2. Comment sont les oiseaux ? Comment est le mur ?

3. En quoi sont les souliers ? En quoi est le livre ?

4. Ya-t-il une table devant le professeur ? Ya-t-il des bancs dans la classe ?

5. Mettez au masculin : la jupe est longue ; le pantalon est--------- la jupe est

longue ; le pantalon est----------

6. Combien pesez-vous? Quel age avez-vous?

SECTION - B

II. Repondez avec des phrases completes : (Answer any FOUR) (4x5= 20)

1. Quelle heure est-il ?

a. 4.25 pm b. 10.15 a.m c. 9.20 a.m d. 5.16 a.m e. midnight

2. Ecrivez en letters :

a. 100 birds b. 36 cloaks c. 55 pencils d. 66 lamps e. 1st

3. Conjuguez le verbe (Au present)

Voir*

4. Mettez les articles contractes, de, du, de la, de I', des:

a. Les jambes------ fille.

b. Les feuilles------- arbres.

c. Les membres------ Pierre

d. Les cles-----mon cousin.

e. Les fenetres-----maison.



5. Compldtez avec les articles contractes :名 au, a la, a I*, aux:

a. Je donne les mouchoirs------- Cdcile.

b. Ils parlent------ leurs voisins.
c. Nous sommes------ mois de juin.

d. Nous finissons la classe------16 h.

e. Je vais ——Bengaluru.

6. Mettez les adjectifs demonstratives ce, cet, cette ou ces:

a.feu est rouge.

b.etoffe  est blanche.

c.pain  pese deux kilos.

d.bateaux  sont beaux.

e.bebe  est blond.

7. Mettez Padjectif possessif:

a. Nous visitons------ amis.

b. Vous finissez------devoir.
c. Les oiseaux volent avec------ ailes.

d. Nous visitons----parents.

e. Elies pesent------ livres.

SECTION - C

III. Tranduisez : (Answer any THREE) (3*10= 30)

1. La petite Helene est la soeur de Pierre Vincent. Elie est blonde. Elie a de grands

yeux ; ils sont bleus avec des cils noirs. Elie a 11 ans. Elie parle le franqais. Elie a

des joues roses, un visage rond. Ses cheveux sont longs. Elie est belle.

2. Nous sommes au printemps. C*est le troisieme dimanche du mois de mai. Je

regarde par la fenetre : il fait beau, le soleil brille, il n*y a pas de vent. Les arbres

ont des feuilles vertes et des fleurs roses ou blanches. Je vois un petit oiseau

jaune. J'ecoute : il chante, Puis il ouvre ses ailes et il s*envole vers le ciel bleu.

3. Voici une classe (ou une saile de classe). Qu'est-ce que c'est ? 一 C'est la porte.

Est-ce que ce sont les fenetres ? 一 Non, ce ne sont pas les fenetres, ce sont les

murs. 一 Le professeur est devant le tableau noir. Les etudiants sont devant le

professeur, derriere les tables, sur les bancs.

4. Decrivez la saison d*hiver


